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Indelible Memories - Estelle's Story (Indelible Love Book 12)
Indelible Love Series Book 12 (Last one in the series)The Matriarch has spoken and what a glorious story she tells! Three men. Three loves. Three quarters of a century in-between. Jerry Reid. Roland Ascot. Harry Bennington. We've met the men throughout the eleven books in the Indelible Love series. "Reid" how they come to win Estelle's heart and hand. This is the last story in the Indelible Love series. What a thrill ride it has been for all us Reiders. You can't miss this last story. It's truly the sweetest one of them all.
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Customer Reviews

What a beautiful, heartfelt and emotional journey this entire series has been. This ending is bitter sweet, as I have grown to love all these characters so much, my heart is feeling the weight of its finality. Estelle was blessed to have the love and complete devotion of three uniquely different yet amazing men; what one girl could be so lucky? The amazing grace to this ending, is that it lends to the new beginning with the generations of the Reid, Taylor, and Davis grandchildren. Something tells me that Ellie and Lilah will give their predecessors a run for the money, and I for one can't wait to witness it first hand. As 2015 is winding down, I'm actually doing my own self reflection, as we all
do at year end; and one of the many things that I am grateful for it the great joy I get from being immersed in a great story. This author was brought me many of these stories, and the many journeys that we’ve shared have truly touched my heart. DW, I feel like we are now old friends, and I am so grateful for the happiness your gifts have brought to my life. “For auld Lang syne, my dear, For auld Lang syne, We’ll take a cup o’ kindness yet For auld Lang syne”. Looking forward to what 2016 will bring!

D W Cee has done it all over again I am absolutely in love with the Reiders family. So now we finally get Grandma Estelle’s story with the three men in her lifetime. The story starts out with her going to a house party, and she is being pressured by her mom to marry. Harry who is the Duke of Bennington in the other books meet her and proposed, then Roland from the other books was at this party and proposed so what is a girl to do at 18 years old say no to both and continue in college for a fashion career. Then she meet Jerry Reider husband number 1. I had always wondered how Estelle had meet Jerry Reider and it was cute, even though I am a fan of Duke Harry. I loved to see Estelle’s story, she has been a main character is some way in every book and now we have her story to enjoy. I can’t wait for more. Thanks D W Cee for all the great books. I loved reading it so much that I read it all last night.

This is the sweetest story DW has ever written! Estelle has been chased by more then one man but her Duke would wait and hold her heart till the very end!If you have never read a DW Cee book please consider this amazing author for your next purchase! She pulls at your heart strings as her books unfold from one family member to the next happily ever after!

This story tells. about the matriarch of the Reid, Davis,Taylor, Bennington family. It tells you the history of the great loves Estelle had. It is wonderful written as is the whole series. I would recommend these books to anyone who love a happily, happily, happily ever after. I am sad that the series has ended but look forward to the next books that D.W. writes.

I literally couldn’t put this book down on Christmas! I couldn’t have ask for a better book and how it ended. I felt like I was standing right there in the book and seeing everything that happens! I always wonder what was Estella’s Story. And now I don’t have to wonder anymore! If you ever wonder how she got to be with Jerry instead of Harry... You need to buy this book! It was worth the money and worth the time to read it. I had laugh through out the book, tear jerking, and heart pulling moments. I
can't express how much I love this book. DW Cee takes you through time with Estelle, Harry, Jerry, Roland adventure. I love how it ended. It was a true love stories with Jerry, Roland, and Harry.
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